Indeed, it is rather telling that it was only from the 1950s and 1960s that taekwondo began to spread around the world (Surely an older martial art would have been likely to have spread earlier). However, it soon becomes one of the most popular martial arts and martial sports internationally. One taekwondo institution (the World Taekwondo Federation [WTF] , based in South Korea) became an Olympic sport. Another institution (the International Taekwondo Federation [ITF] , based in North Korea) perhaps unsurprisingly chose to present itself instead as a lethal, pure, authentic killing art. In both incarnations, however, taekwondo has historical and nationalistic myth stitched through all of its elements. Its patterns (or kata) are named after and are given interpretations that relate to the ancient kingdoms that preceded the establishment of Korea, and students the world over must learn these names and related interpretations to pass their gradings. The inventors of modern taekwondo are presented as merely the modern links in a very old lineage, one that comes down to us unbroken through the ages. 8 Given that all of this is in the syllabus, it is hardly surprising that practitioners of taekwondo believe all sorts of grand things about its history. But in this regard, of course, taekwondo is far from unique. Practitioners of all 'traditional' martial arts, from wherever, 9 tend to believe in equivalent versions of magnificent histories.
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In this context, it seems pertinent to ask: what about scholars, academics, historians? What do they believe, write, and record? Unsurprisingly, in much scholarship on Asian martial arts, the matter of history remains freighted and weighted down by the same popular myths; so much so that even much that passes for scholarship seems to refuse to face up to the evidence that suggests that, quite frequently, martial arts that present themselves as ancient are hardly even old.
11 So many massive social mutations occurred through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that most 'traditional' martial arts effectively have at best little more than a century of continuous history to them, rather than the vast eons of allochronic time that so many seem to want them to have spanned.
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I emphasize the word 'want' , here. This is because wanting appears to be a key issue to consider when approaching questions of martial arts history and culture. For instance, it seems that the perpetuation of fantasy histories and the fetishistic fabrication of lineages in 'traditional' martial arts evidently have everything to do with wanting. Practitioners want taiji to be ancient. Many want there to have been a Southern Shaolin Temple which was burned down, scattering the few surviving kung fu monks to the different corners of China. 13 We want Okinawan farmers to have fought samurai with rice flails. We want Yim Wing Chun to have been a real proto-feminist warrior. 14 We want the skill that wielded the weapon that killed Magellan to remain alive today. 15 And we want ancient warrior armies to have flown at each other through the air, kicking each other off horses with flying sidekicks and jumping spinning back kicks. The interesting question, on which much academic work remains to be done, is why we want this, and why so much scholarship participates in perpetuating so many myths.
Obvious avenues of enquiry include the exploration of what Edward Said called orientalism, in both popular and scholarly discourses. 16 And, against the hold of allochronic and orientalist desires, scholarship is increasingly waking up to orientalism and the inventedness of many traditions. But this is producing palpable disjunctions and antagonisms between emergent academic enquiries, much popular knowledge and certain older forms of scholarship.
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I have argued elsewhere that the emerging field of martial arts studies needs to adopt and develop disciplinary orientations that are different from and even sometimes in conflict with those of many 'traditional' academic disciplines, elsewhere. 18 The reasons why become clear in this context, where we are faced with two different kinds of discourse, each claiming to be knowledge: ideological and mystical, on the one hand, versus verifiable and somewhat more prosaic, on the other. The importance of this reorientation relates to the significance of a fundamental -yet often overlooked -issue: namely, the question of what each of these kinds of knowledge does. My contention is that the orientation of martial arts studies should obviously not involve the perpetuation of trade in stereotypes, myths and ideologies, of course. But, equally, it should not just boil down to the making of better or more 'correct knowledge' . Rather, it should also involve what Stuart Hall called 'conjunctural analysis' , which entails a thoroughgoing reflection on and study of the effects and the consequences of different kinds of knowledges as they intervene and circulate within different kinds of context in different kinds of way.
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There are clearly different kinds of context of and for historical knowledge. If we consider only taekwondo and Korea, we can see immediately why a post-Second World War Korea would want to distance itself from Japan, and why its military and other martial arts leaders might want to construct a new ancient history for themselves, free from Japan, and of course, implicitly, superior, or at least equal. 20 We can also discern immediately why, still in the terms of nationalism and taekwondo, there were desires for the new invention to become a global sport. 'Taekwondo diplomacy' is surely no bad thing. At the same time, the emergence of the contrary desire, to remain free from the tarnish of 'sport' and to claim a purely martial character also makes sense, as emerged in North Korea. In both contexts, it makes obvious sense to go on to build museums, institutes, and exhibition centres, to 'educate' people about the art and its place within the culture; to commission research, to produce studies, and books, television programmes, documentaries, websites, and so on and so forth. It makes absolute sense for the new to become repackaged as the ancient, to represent the country, to capture hearts and minds, to become the heritage, with a centre, a Mecca for tourist-pilgrims, with ambassadors, embassies, annexes, and so on.
In such contexts, there is no guarantee that academic knowledge production can or will proceed independently or free from, say, state, governmental, political, economic or other kinds of coaxing and coercion -if indeed academia ever can. There are huge pressures and forces working on researchers in different places to conform to ideologies in all sorts of ways. For instance, in a study of taijiquan, Adam Frank points to the ways that Chinese academic studies of taiji, qigong, and qi in general overwhelmingly toe an ideological line in terms of the ways that these subjects are approached, which questions are brought to bear on them, and what conclusions are reached. 21 This may seem dispiriting. For, what does it say about the purity and integrity of honest scholarship?
22 Whatever our answers, we have to concede that there is big business, big PR, and myriad financial and ideological opportunities in nationalizing martial arts along self-orientalizing lines, as is clearly happening in such places as the PRC, Hong Kong, Japan, the Philippines, and both North and South Korea.
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The Next Blow to Authentic, Traditional Martial Arts … Having introduced these issues in a general way via this macro-focus on East Asia, it seems important to pose the question of whether and in what ways these issues, or versions of them, exist and operate at other levels and in other contexts. Consequently, in the remainder of this paper, I will consider one considerably less 'East Asian' case study, one that was played out over email and on an online social network, in the English language, between two authors, one Israeli, the other British, on the matter of two different English language books about martial arts. After exploring this case study, I will return to a reflection on the ramifications of the issues raised for our wider understandings of tradition, authenticity, history, and culture.
To begin, we might ask, what about other contexts -neither Asian nor national -where martial arts are not nationalist ideological interests? What is the situation between the two different orientations I have set out in other kinds of local, deracinated or transnational contexts? To broach this, I will bring this discussion as close to 'home' as I can.
Early in 2015, I published a book (mentioned above), called Martial Arts Studies: Disrupting Disciplinary Boundaries. 24 Almost as soon as the book was announced online, I was alerted by a friend that someone on Facebook was laying into me and my book. His settings were public, so anyone was able to see his post, and I was able to read it. The post was extremely thought-provoking, and I want to discuss it in this context. However, owing to its hostile tone, and the fact that posts on social media may be regarded as 'private' (certainly informal) even when settings are 'public' , as well as for a number of other reasons, I felt reluctant to quote directly from the post. However, I have subsequently checked several times, and the post remains there. Most importantly, the settings are still 'public' , and it is clear that the author uses his Facebook page to advertize and publicly promote his books, products, services and self, so I have decided to treat the post as a text that is in the public domain. Nonetheless (and despite a request from one of the peer reviewers of this paper), I have decided to leave the text anonymous, and not to give the author's name. This is because, as I hope will soon become apparent, my interest is less in who is saying what to whom about what, and more in why it is being said and what reflection on this example can teach us about competing discourses of power/knowledge -specifically authority -in the field of studies of martial arts. To be sure, I do not want to get into a public dispute. I do not feel aggrieved and have no score to settle. In actual fact I found the whole thing extremely stimulating. Consequently, for better or for worse, I quote the full post:
The next blow to authentic, traditional martial arts will not come from the pop-culture or the industry, but from pompous academics. Alongside many fine teachers who are pushing for real academic studies of the arts, there are now quite a few office nerds who have never punched a person in their lives, who wish to put martial arts under the microscope and examine them as if they were crystals in a tube. More and more do I see such people publishing 'scholarly articles' , in which they talk about everything somehow related to the martial arts, besides all that matters. The martial arts are for these people simply obscure subjects of research, to which they can attach themselves to become 'academic experts' and write their Phd The phrase 'martial arts studies' is increasingly circulating as a term to describe a new field of interest. But many academic fields including history, philosophy, anthropology, and area studies already engage with martial arts in their own particular way. Therefore, is there really such a thing as a unique field of martial arts studies?
Martial Arts Studies is the first book to engage directly with these questions. It assesses the multiplicity and heterogeneity of possible approaches to martial arts studies, exploring orientations and limitations of existing approaches. It makes a case for constructing the field of martial arts studies in terms of key coordinates from post-structuralism, cultural studies, media studies, and post-colonialism.
By using these anti-disciplinary approaches to disrupt the approaches of other disciplines, Martial Arts Studies proposes a field that both emerges out of and differs from its many disciplinary locations.
What the heck does this even mean? Who cares??
You know what that author wrote me when I offered he review my book, as he presents himself as a 'martial arts expert'? I will quote from his email. After he got a free copy, he wrote to me of the book: 'It's a bit outside of my areas, overall' . For me, that says everything of his level of 'expertise' . 25 I leave the author of this public Facebook post from March 2015 anonymous for the reasons given in the paragraph preceding it.
Aside from everything else that is going on here, I want us to notice the bookishness of all of this. It is all about books. Yet, we tend to think that martial arts are about training bodies into weapons, how to use weapons, how to deal with weapons or withstand bodily weapons -'body callousing' , as it has been called. 26 But what we see in this anecdote is not a bodily battle. It is, rather a battle over the book -ultimately, indeed, a dispute about authority, about kinds of authority. Each of us, my critic and myself, have a sense of what is a good book and what is a bad book, a right book and a wrong book. The problem is that, faced with each other's books, we do not agree on which is which.
As Jean-François Lyotard would once have said, there is a differend between us -a fundamental difference of opinion as to what is right and what is wrong; and moreover a difference that cannot really be settled without some damage being done to one or both of the parties. 27 If we side with me, we damage him; if we side with him, we damage me. If we compromise in some kind of half-way settlement, we damage both of us. This is part of what Lyotard means by differend.
Noting this differend recasts my critic's opening salvo. It no longer looks so much like pure hyperbole. It now looks, surprisingly, like he may have a point. From his perspective: on the one hand, there are martial arts experts who are good teachers and good scholars. Because of this, they are authorized to write what will therefore be good books. On the other hand, there are office nerds with no martial arts mastery who are so ensnared in the academic machine that they can only write bad books. So this is the battle over the book: the determination of the proper book and the improper book. Behind the two books, two kinds of master: in the good corner, the true martial master with his true mastery; in the bad corner, the ignorant school master with his ignorant non-mastery -a non-mastery that abuses true mastery 28 -and actually deals a blow to it. The inside of one realm is presented as the outside of the other: the inside of martial arts mastery is outside academic mastery; the inside of academic mastery is outside martial arts mastery. My critic's solution to the differend is the production of equal, symmetrical, simultaneous, and balanced mastery of both realms. So, as long as all writers have black belts with loads of dans on them, and at least one PhD each, then everything should be fine, right?
Unfortunately not. There are many writers of scholarly works on martial arts who (should they feel the need to do so) could claim both academic and martial arts expertise. (Fortunately, most understand that it is immodest to do so.) Unfortunately, these bordercrossing 'experts' all produce very different kinds of writing to each other. This is because, just as going to a particular martial arts class will draw you into a particular kind of behaviour (at least while you are there), so do different branches of academia. Hence, even experts in the same martial art, if they are working within different academic fields, will produce very different academic writing to each other, even if on ostensibly 'the same' subject. This is because different academic discourses each have their own distinct orientations, questions, concerns, methods, values, principles of verification and styles; and hence they each produce -or invent -their own specific 'disciplinary objects' . 29 The kung fu of film studies is not the kung fu of historical studies which is not the kung fu of sports studies which is not the kung fu of philosophy or the kung fu of subcultural studies. This is why any and every piece of writing, when viewed from any other viewpoint, will always stand accused of -in my critic's words -'talk[ing] about everything somehow related to the martial arts, besides all that matters' . This is why, in my own book, I argued that the academic study of martial arts is always going to disappoint non-academic martial artist readers: academic writing about martial arts is never going to be simply about martial arts. It is always going to have to be also about something else -because academic writing can never simply be about one thing.
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The 'something else' that academic writing about martial arts could also (or ultimately) be about might include: identity, gender, ethnicity, class, nation, history, diaspora, globalization, media, technology, ideology, religion, philosophy, physiology, treatment of injury, rehabilitation, and so on and so forth, through many disciplines and the waxing or waning of many problematics structuring and restructuring each field. For, many -perhaps any -disciplines can accommodate studies of martial arts; but each will demand that the topic be formulated, explored, examined, and elaborated in terms of two crucial other things -first, one of that discipline's own preferred problematics, and, second, according to one of that discipline's approaches. This is the source of the 'disconnectedness' of academic discourses, of course. But it is also the source of their connectivity, and of their capacities. On the one hand, academic studies of martial arts or anything else become disconnected from non-academic discourses when they vanish into their field's problematics. But, on the other hand, this supposed disconnect is precisely the source of their capacity to reconnect: the medical or mechanical study of the knee in taiji or taekwondo, or of blood pressure, or brain function, or the study of historical legislation around weapons, or political projects around street violence, and so on, might all come to have the capacity to intervene in 'the real world' precisely because of their principled drift or distance away from everyday discourses.
When it comes to my book, then, perhaps my critic has a point. Perhaps my kind of book is indeed part of striking a blow against all that he holds dear, up to and including his own claim to authority. Certainly, my kind of book takes aim at much of the baggage that goes along with certain 'traditional' ways of understanding tradition, authentic approaches to authenticity and authoritative understandings of authority; and the associated ways of 'preserving' these things, such as in certain kinds of 'traditional' or 'authentic' martial arts books. In the same way, methodologically rigorous studies of taekwondo and other martial arts could come to interrupt, disturb, and disrupt nationalistic discourses, if not at their points of production or popular reception, then at least in their academic moments and locations. 31 For, if nothing else, such academic studies stand in stark contrast to both touristic-orientalist versions of martial arts histories and cultures, and the smooth deployment of such versions in ethnonationalist ideological fantasies, and the trade in emotive (and often emetic) evocations of 'history' , 'tradition' , and 'authenticity' .
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History and Tradition in Theory and Practice
The key point to be reiterated and developed is that despite their palpable and verifiable reality, neither history nor tradition are actually givens, simple referents or neutral entities. They are neither fixed nor permanent; they can be rewritten, revised, and transformed in any number of ways, just as they can be, and often are, used to manipulate and manage both people and practices. 33 One or another version of this argument has been reiterated by historians, theorists, and philosophers so many times and in so many ways that all of these points could be said to constitute something of a commonplace in historical and cultural studies today. Traditions are invented, communities are imagined, culture can never be separated from management, and histories are rarely as long, pure, continuous or unbroken as many want them to be. Yet, as indicated earlier, some scholarship and a great deal of the discourse on traditional Asian martial arts often seems utterly resistant to many of the lessons of contemporary critical cultural theory and historiography. According to certain psychoanalytically-orientated cultural theorists, if too many of the certainties in our lives turn out to be false too quickly, this can have profound effects on our subjective stability and psychological well-being. 36 So, what happens if the longterm practitioner of, say, taijiquan, learns that taiji is not actually ancient, unchanging and timeless, but rather more of a nineteenth-century ideological invention, and that the putatively ancient form they practice turns out to be no older than the 1980s? 37 Or what happens if a practitioner of Southern Shaolin learns that there was no Southern Shaolin Temple to be burned to the ground, and hence no few remaining monks to escape, and that all of the characters in the creation narratives and stories deriving from this are made up too? 38 And what happens if the practitioner of Shotokan learns that Shotokan is really a twentieth century practice, 39 or the practitioner of taekwondo learns that taekwondo was conceived, devised, and named in the 1950s and that it derives from no continuous indigenous tradition? 40 My questions may provoke some historians, and may cause many martial artists to stir. I may be greeted with incredulity, resistance, rejection. I may be disputed -and my claims met with counter-claims and assertions of different kinds of evidence. This is to be expected, indeed encouraged. But, at this level, the matter remains a fight between historians and ideologues, each disputing each other's evidence-claims, each denouncing the other as ideologue. Around these issues, it seems clear that there is currently a kind of war raging, between a belief in Asian martial arts as ancient, and a new wave of historians, who increasingly point out both the lack of evidence for claims of long continuous histories for many 'traditional' martial arts, and an abundance of evidence suggesting their rather recent invention. To state where I am in relation to this dispute, I will come clean and say that the romantic in me always wanted Asian martial arts to be really ancient, but the academic in me has to side with those who propose that history tends much more towards discontinuity and rupture than duration and continuity, 41 that traditions are invented as ancient in the present, 42 that lineages and heritages are established and instituted rather than inherited, 43 and that communities are imagined, primarily so as to be more effectively managed.
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I cannot say that I was delighted when I first learned that the kung fu and taiji that I loved and practiced religiously in my thirties was not in fact aeons old, but effectively germinated and elaborated in the chaotic nineteenth century, and regularly reconstituted in the twentieth 45 ; that the Shotokan karate I studied as a teenager was a twentieth-century formalization 46 ; and that the taekwondo of my twenties is considerably younger than my own parents 47 (By the time I met escrima in my forties, I had learned neither to ask nor to expect too much of history).
None of this made me happy. But it never stopped me training. Finding out that these histories were not chiefly matters of misty mountains, demigod warriors, and Taoist immortals caused definite pangs of disappointment. But I never stopped loving the skills I was learning. Yet part of me still wants my martial arts to be ancient. The question I want to explore at this juncture, then, is why. Why does the size of a history or length of a lineage matter so much, to so many people, in so many discourses about Asian martial arts? My aim at this point is not to dispute facts. It is rather to reflect on how and why, when and where, 48 For, history is made of discontinuities, breaks, revisions, revolutions, reconstructions, reinstitutions, and reimaginings. Only in myth is there permanence and the feeling of temporal transcendence. This means that certain valuations of history are at root investments in myth.
Interestingly, in a preliminary discussion of the initial findings of an ethnographic study, Benjamin Judkins notes a distinct lack of interest in the history of kickboxing among the practitioners of at least one club in the US. Judkins himself is a long-time practitioner of wing chun kung fu, who researches and writes on the history of Southern Chinese martial arts, and is author of The Creation of Wing Chun: A Social History of the Southern Chinese Martial Arts. 49 In his initial discussion of kickboxers' relationship with their own practice's history, Judkins was evidently rather surprised to be greeted by the almost absolute lack of interest in kickboxing's history in his local club. If we were to generalize the implications of this, then we might be inclined to propose that traditional Asian martial artists either 'are' or 'come to be' (or perhaps 'learn to be') deeply invested in the sense of the history of their practice, while non-traditional martial artists seem to be rather less so, and seem rather more invested in alternative sets of concerns -such as efficiency for combat or competition, for instance. Of course, we may not be able to generalize from Judkins' anecdote. We may suspect that Judkins' reading involves a certain amount of projection, or 'confirmation bias' , for instance, in which Judkins the-history-obsessed-scholar may be drastically inflating the value that he believes all or most practitioners of traditional Asian martial arts ascribe to their history. Or we may regard this case as too conspicuously isolated to have any generalizable value. But, as both I and others have argued elsewhere, there are a variety of kinds of evidence that might be called upon to support the idea of a kind of binary or antagonism between two different kinds of investment that structure martial arts discourses. This would be a binary or antagonism that can be formulated in terms of such couples as: history versus efficiency, or tradition versus innovation, and so on. 50 One common way of organizing the binary involves spatializing, or imagining it in cultural or regional terms. Accordingly, 'the East' is said to 'value tradition' while 'the West' is said to 'value efficiency' and to happily deracinate, deconstruct, and reconstruct martial arts practices with a view to efficiency. 51 But, of course, these binaries collapse as soon as one sees, on the one hand, the way traditions reconfigure and reconstitute themselves in the light of innovation, and, on the other hand, the way efficiency-focused institutions develop into traditions. So, the idea of 'tradition' that would see 'tradition' as somehow simply in opposition to 'change' is in itself perhaps a romanticization of 'tradition' -one that is perhaps in the sway of a kind of orientalist phantasy. But what is the phantasy? And whose is it? And why is it there?
Self and Orient
We have come to associate the notion of 'fantasies about Asian martial arts' with Western orientalism: the fetishistic obsession with the idea that Asian cultural practices are ancient and timeless. 52 However, we have an obligation to look both ways, or at least to enquire further into the logics and engines driving so-called orientalism. 53 So we must look not only at the orientalizing West but also at the often equally (self) orientalizing East 54 ; and at other situations that complicate the western-orientalism paradigm. For instance, Adam Frank's study 55 proposes that when Westerners (and I would add, Easterners too) practise Asian martial arts, part of their desire and part of the pleasure produced by practice relates to what he calls the sensuous feeling of and feeling for Chineseness (or, one might add, Japaneseness, or Koreanness, or even just generic Asianness). In other words, bound up in the desire to learn a traditional Asian martial art are Asiaphilic desires, orientalist fantasies, and allochronic imaginings of timeless embodied wisdom traditions. But, the point is: anyone can harbour these fantasies. So if we go down to our local dojo or dojang or kwoon, or join the taiji group in the park, part of what we are searching for is the feeling of what it is like to become a part of an ancient culture -to fantasize an involvement in that culture, in its ancientness -and to feel its embodied knowledge, techniques, movement systems, and 'wisdom' , in our limbs, in our movements, and on our pulse.
Although this kind of structure of feeling seems more pertinent to martial arts like taiji than martial arts like taekwondo, nonetheless in all such cases a sense of 'history' is enormously important. 56 Fantasies about 'history' are in a sense an integral part of the enjoyment. The longer the history, the better. This is because history functions within this orientation as a fetish category around, through and in terms of which practitioners fantasize. 57 The age and origin of such arts become key coordinates in what Edward Said called an 'imagined geography' . 58 Note that 'history' , here, is not an actually existing property of the world. It is an element of discourse. 59 And notice also that, because 'the past is a foreign country' , it can be 'orientalized' , mythologized, idealized. This is why, in the countries of their origins, ideas of tradition in local martial arts can have ideologically powerful uses and abuses. Here, mytho-histories can easily feature as objects of regionalist or nationalist discourse. As Douglas Wile has argued convincingly, a large part of the intellectual, ideological, and philosophical elaboration of taijiquan in China during the nineteenth century can be understood as a symptomatic response to the perceived cultural threat that the west posed to China at that time. 60 Similarly, Stephen Chan has argued that what he calls 'the Japanese cultural authorities' have long been more than happy to trade in orientalist myths in order to cash in on the assumption that all Japanese martial arts are ancient. And as more and more historians are showing, in the post-war (or post-wars) context(s) of both North and South Korea, the perceived need to both de-Japanify and to reconstruct a national culture was acute. It is in this context that the name 'taekwondo' was proposed, its obvious direct derivation from Shotokan disavowed, and extravagant claims made about its ancient and indigenous character.
From this position, the supposed enigma or mystery of what has been called 'selforientalization' evaporates. Inventing 'ancient' traditions in the present actually makes perfect sense. As Rey Chow has argued, a fascination with the ancient, the pre-modern, and the primitive can often be read as a symptom of cultural crisis. 61 Chow argues that 'primitive passions' are symptomatic of the chaotic or traumatic conditions of industrial modernity and postmodernity. In other words, passionate investment in ideas about ancient natives and their practices can be read as symptoms of anxieties about roots and identity in the present. 62 In this light, 'history matters' , in this kind of way, in contexts of untethered identity and anxious nationalism. But this kind of history very often boils down to what I have already called myth and what Jean-François Lyotard called 'narrative knowledge' . 63 For Lyotard, 'narrative knowledge' (or cultural/lineage knowledge) is not simply a matter of knowledge. It is also a matter of power. For, Lyotard argues, knowledge legitimates -both itself and also the institutions, practices, and people that it supports. In this sense, knowledge is a part of culture, and by the same token a force of politics. This much has been known for quite some time: Lyotard was writing in the 1970s, after all. But the question is: what has this got to do with traditional Asian martial arts? My contention is that a very great number of practitioners of avowedly 'traditional' and 'Asian' martial arts, have a great deal invested in the ideas of tradition and of specific areas of Asia. 64 Even without the formalization of mythology within their curriculum, students pick up bits and pieces of what Lyotard calls 'narrative knowledge' -stories about lineage, masters, legendary fights, legendary locations, the proven superiority of 'our' art, and so on. This is precisely narrative/cultural knowledge in Lyotard's sense: words and phrases within language games that legitimate activities, values, hierarchies, and practices. In such language games, anything that casts established knowledge into doubt can precipitate not merely existential crisis but also institutional and cultural crisis. How do we proceed if our history (and hence sense of identity) is no longer what we thought it was?
For the martial arts practitioner, tradition and history are certainly not everything. Indeed, such considerations are precisely supplements in the sense given to the term by Derrida: things from the outside that add to and add on but in a way complete and fill a lack. 65 But, the inside of martial arts practice seems clearly to be identified with the practice itself -the physical practice -the training, the sparring -the embodiedness of the practice. 66 In other words, martial arts and martial artists do not in and of themselves need history. Grand historical narratives are not necessary to the legitimation and legitimization of martial arts. Such narratives primarily legitimate and legitimize other things anyway: institutional hierarchies, ethnonationalist myths, nationalist structures of feeling, film fantasies, tourist industries, and so on. So, what does the martial artist actually 'need'?
Performativity
Lyotard proposes that the key alternative and major antagonist facing 'narrative knowledge' is what he calls 'scientific knowledge' . Scientific knowledge, for Lyotard, does not depend principally upon narratives, such as history or lineage, for its legitimation -although narrative cannot be removed entirely from it. Rather, scientific knowledge is legitimated through performativity -through the performative, regular, stable, and predictable demonstration of efficiency and effectiveness. And I think that this provides us with the clue necessary for establishing the source of alternative approaches to the legitimation of martial arts: their performative efficiency.
Most martial arts claim not just narrative (historical) legitimacy but also, at the same time, often primarily, legitimacy based on efficacy. 67 All practices taught as martial arts make some claim to practical combative or self-defence utility. The emergence of mediatized competitions such as the Ultimate Fighting Championship (the UFC) and other limitedrules full-contact martial arts competitions in the 1990s arguably pushed the matter of the public verification or verifiability of martial arts efficacy fully into martial arts discourse.
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Along with this, a range of online videos have depicted the disastrous outcomes for certain representatives of traditional or mystical martial arts -such as those of 'qi masters' being battered by full-contact fighters, for instance. 69 In other words, the full-contact arena has gained the status of Lyotard's science lab; and the digital camera and Internet serve to disseminate the results of many experiments. 70 As such, the mediatization of martial arts challenges the legitimacy claims of many traditional martial arts, often revealing martial styles or institutions to have based their legitimacy claims on tautological values that cannot be subject to any kind of verification other than those they choose for themselves.
Ultimately, then, this is to point out two key things. First, that diligent historiography is revealing many martial lineages to be less than linear, many histories to be primarily stories, and many traditions to be at best disjointed and more commonly invented. 71 Second, that the media saturation of daily life has thrust into the spotlight the question of the verification of the efficacy of martial arts. Both of these factors have transformed the discursive context, and hence induced a transformation at the 'genetic' level of martial arts. To clarify what this means, it may help to indulge in some crude periodizing for a moment. So, it might be proposed that the twentieth century saw certain 'traditional Asian martial arts' move first into fields of formalization: on the one hand, universities, schools, the police, the military, etc., and on the other hand, sport. From there they moved into film, and hence deeper into mythology. They also moved into discourses of lifestyles, belief-systems, self-improvement and, of course, self-defence. Now, however, the twenty-first century is seeing, on the one hand, the mytho-histories that were invented during these periods come under academic scrutiny, and on the other hand, the question of their performativity and efficacy coming under media and cultural scrutiny.
There are many other things going on at the same time, of course. I am not making totalizing claims. Discourses are contingent constellations of mobile and moving positions and possibilities, rather than linear narratives. And discursive constellations are always subject to internal and external pressures and forces, which hegemonize and orientate them -not unlike the ways that magnets can organize iron filings into constellations, shapes, and directions. In this sense, the hegemonic forces acting on and 'directing' martial arts discourses now include not only sportization, militarization, and senses of communing with the ancients, but also more intensive scholarly interrogation and more intensive mediatized interrogation. This means that the status of 'history' has been changed.
Of course, history always matters. We should always historicize. But this also means questioning the discursive status of history itself. And just as historical ignorance is deeply problematic, so too is ignoring a dearth of history, insisting on its presence, inventing it. Claiming an unbroken connection between something like modern taekwondo and pretwentieth century Korean kicking games, 72 without facing up to the central presence of Shotokan via the Japanese military, is a bit like claiming an unbroken connection between people tapping their fingers on table tops throughout the ages and the invention of contemporary computer keyboards. Yet neither Microsoft nor Apple nor IBM nor Samsung nor anyone else needs to make this kind of narrative or lineage claim. History does not matter much in people's thinking about computer keyboards. This is because computer keyboards are legitimated principally by performativity -by efficiency and enjoyment 73 -not by narrative.
Of course, neither performativity nor efficacy need boil down to cold, heartless, ruthless efficiency. When I take my youngest daughter down to the local karate club, where they teach a mixture of karate, taekwondo, and kickboxing, I know that what she is doing has about as much connection with Japan or Korea or indeed combat as when I take my other daughter to ballet. But this connection is not the point. The point is the pleasure. The pleasure is part of the efficacy. And this is important because the history of traditional Asian martial arts in the present only has a future by way of this pleasure.
In conclusion, what this paper has tried to emphasize is not only the problems and pitfalls of certain approaches to martial arts history, but also their connections with matters and mechanisms of power, authority, legitimation and other aspects of what may be called cultural politics. The contention is that the kind of approach advocated here -encompassing not only discernment and attention to fact and fiction but also the awareness of questions of power and pleasure in different kinds of context and conjuncture -can show how martial arts history matters in more ways and contexts than those of martial arts alone.
Notes
commented on the problem that arises when 'first world' academics feel obliged to maintain 'political correctness' by not challenging even the most problematic ethnonationalist and/ or racist positions voiced by certain ethnic subjects. See, for instance, Chow's discussions of political correctness on contemporary postcolonialist-and poststructuralist-informed academia, in Rey Chow, Ethics After Idealism: Theory, Culture, Ethnicity, Reading. Theories of Contemporary Culture (Bloomington, IL: Indiana University Press, 1998). 5. Of course, the nationalists who devised taekwondo through the 1950s did not merely rename Japanese moves and techniques. Rather, they preferred to modify and manipulate the techniques they all already knew from the Japanese styles, and claim that these forms were actually distinctly Korean. Hence, on the one hand, taekwondo blocks and strikes look remarkably like those of Shotokan, but they are just that bit different (and the differences are insisted upon). On the other hand, because Japanese kicks were low and conservative, a whole new repertoire of kicking techniques was invented. Indeed, one of taekwondo founder Choi Hong Hi's key criteria for allowing a kick into his syllabus was that it should not look like any of the kicks used in Japanese styles. Crowood Press, 2004). 8. Moreover, its official history is highly selective: on a research trip in November 2015 to the taekwondo museum in the Taekwondowon in Muju, South Korea, I noted that one of the most instrumental and controversial players in the invention and dissemination of taekwondo, Choi Hong Hi, was entirely absent from the museum. Given that some histories of taekwondo place Choi at the forefront of its development, his exclusion from the official national museum is telling. For what his absence from the official museum indicates is that Choi has been written out of the official historical narrative. 9. In the west, when we say 'traditional' martial arts, we normally seem to be evoking arts from China, Japan, Thailand, Korea, Indonesia, and the Philippines. This is because 'traditional martial arts' seems to be interchangeable with ' Asian martial art' , and by ' Asian martial art' we seem to refer primarily to the styles that 'made it here' , i.e. to the West. 66. However, many theorists have proposed that the essence of even apparently totally embodied practices are not simply bodily. As Slavoj Žižek argues, what drives physical activities is fantasy in the minds of practitioners: in the case of sex, it is the fantasies of both partners that determines and drives both desire and physical sex. So we cannot discount the importance of the ways that cultural fantasies work within us and organize our desires and pleasures. However, unlike Žižek, I would not stop there. For, we have to remember that, even if a sense of culture or history permeates our relation to a practice, and even if the grand lineage narrative of our style seems important or precious to us, our joys, pleasures, frustrations, and desires within that practice relate to the successful execution of a perfect technique with a perfect result. There is no getting away from the fact that executing a perfect head kick, sweep, throw, lock, choke or punch produces delight. And in these moments, fantasies of history or lineage are not at all present. The joy to be had in a jumping spinning kick does not depend on historical narratives. True, the source of the satisfaction derived from the physical event is undoubtedly to be found elsewhere by any kind of analyst: why someone wants to kick and why they derive delight from it can doubtless be psychoanalyzed, and different kinds of claims can be made about the origin and nature of the pleasure -whether it is regarded as coming from an individual's personal psychological make-up or whether it is regarded as exemplifying wider cultural pathologies (whether of patriarchy or phallocentrism). But, whatever other conscious or unconscious areas such pleasures relate to, the fact remains that martial arts practices do not need mytho-history for their legitimation. to the older kicking-based practice known as taekkyeon. Both Gillis and Moenig dispute the causal connection between an older taekkyeon and a newer taekwondo; and Moenig even goes so far as to dispute the survival of a living tradition of taekkyeon into the twentieth century at all. However, my attention here is not on the question of the history of taekkyeon, or its use and abuse in the creation narrative of taekwondo (although I do believe it has been used and abused), but rather on the tendentious manipulation of history itself to produce certain kinds of deliberate visibilities and invisibilities. 73. The allusion here is to Farrer, 'Efficacy and Entertainment in Martial Arts Studies'; and through this allusion, readers of Farrer's text may be able to perceive the basis of my critique or deconstruction of his binary of 'efficacy versus enjoyment' .
